
SIT Agenda and Minutes 1/26/22

* Welcome

* Discussion of allocation of ESSER funds for 2021-2022

❖Playground Improvements- Dr. Miller
❖Grades 2-4 Decodable Readers (to close learning gaps

and address learning loss)- Mrs. Sheets
❖Other Items- Mrs. McClure

Minutes:

Attendees: Jennifer Sheets, Gerald Miller, Hope McClure, Melissa Gibson,
Sherry Maines, Karen Lyon, Kelly Luna, Talina Pipes, Heather Carpenter

1. Welcome 3:15-17
a. We will be presenting ways in which we can use appropriated

ESSER Federal Funds
2. Playground Improvements 3:7

a. Gray’s Harbor Play System- Cost $11,726.02
i. Fall Height 84”
ii. 29 square foot playground area recommended

b. Will meet social and emotional needs through organized play,
cooperative play, active participation, and problem solving

c. Supports student health and social distancing/minimizing COVID
spread

d. 2022-23 budget revealed need for playground equipment; PTO
minutes have shown the same

e. Activity and Covid spread will be measured monthly
f. Each student in K-6 (including students in all subgroups) will

benefit from this play structure
g. Anticipated Installation-Late April/Early May



3. Grades K-4 Decodable Readers- 3:22-3:28
a. SPIRE Decodable Readers, Letterland Phonics Readers, and

Magnetic Word Builders
b. Cost- Letterland- $1327.20 (including shipping and tax); School

Specialty- $3100.88
c. This will help accommodate learners in Small Groups
d. Letterland- 2nd grade has been using online versions, this will

give classrooms hard copies
e. SPIRE- for grades 3 and 4

i. Can supplement ANY reading curriculum we have now or in
the future

f. These will address learning loss in all student populations.  They
align with each current curriculum.

g. Magnets allow physical movement and interaction to accompany
literacy education.

i. These will allow students to build sight (heart) words,
reinforcing classroom instruction.

h. These can work in conjunction with Letterland decodables that we
have already.

4. 5-8 Cross-Curricular Novels/Books 3:28-3:33
a. Class Sets- $2360.99
b. Grades 5-8- As we have several computer programs to support

reading, we decided to request physical copies of book sets.
Teachers in each ELA classroom have requested class sets of
high-interest books to use with students.

c. These will be used in small group and whole group instruction.
d. Rationale- to improve reading scores on formative and summative

assessments.

5. Closing- 3:35- 3:36
-GCS teachers focus on individual instruction for each of our students.

These purchases will allow us to provide literacy tools for hands-on reading
instruction without relying on online resources or programs.


